ACROSS
1  Snake, footwise
5  Instagram and Pinterest
9  Bad thing to draw during a test
14  Saboteur, e.g.
15  Fruit used in alcohol flavoring
16  Home for 66-Across
17  Criticism
18  Wedding dress insert
19  Impatient
20  Start of a one-liner by ——- 54-Across
23  Tiresome type
24  Cavaliers, on ——-scoreboards
25  One-liner, part 2
26  One-liner, part 3
32  Paella pot
33  NFL receivers
36  Actress Sky
37  Upset
38  One-liner, part 4
40  One-liner, part 5
42  Stands for funerals
43  Black and Red
44  "__ of Light": 1998 Madonna album
45  Words to a traitor
46  One-liner, part 6
49  End of the one-liner
50  Andean root vegetable
51  California tourist attraction
54  Standup comic known for one-liners
59  Stereotypically haunted area
62  One-eights
63  Flash, maybe
64  Absorbed eagerly, with "in"
65  It may affect a sentence
66  Sea eagles
67  "__ Stardust": David Bowie song
68  Chihuahua sounds
69  Afternoon fare

DOWN
1  Switch letters
2  Tentacled creature
3  Start of a Norwegian line
4  Northern Illinois University city
5  "Off the Court" memoirist
6  Splash sound
7  A pro brings his own to the table
8  Flower parts
9  Switch partner
10  "Ready if you are"
11  Circle segment
12  Med. research agency
13  One in, on, or a chain
21  Calvin and Anne
22  Born, in France
26  Not as healthy
27  Colleague of Ruth and Sonia
28  Source of some issues?
30  Comforting sound
31  Bad picnic omen
33  Area sometimes called "The Roof of the World"
34  "Downton Abbey" lady
35  Number of Maravillas del Mundo
37  Email again
39  Showing impatience, digitally
40  __ shooter
41  Fink
43  Linguistic origin of Kwanzaa
46  Wee one
47  Live in
48  Hydrophobia
52  "Napoleon Dynamite" sidekick Sánchez
53  Hockey setting
55  Repulsive
56  Dickens schemer
57  Those, in Chihuahua
58  (Horrors!)
59  Woodworker's tool
60  Prefix with cycle
61  It's game

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE